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Terry Harrison takes the mystery out of painting trees, flowers, mountains, valleys and streams and

sea and sky in watercolour. This inspiring guide covers all aspects of landscape painting.
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This book is a must have book. for people who like Terry Harrison's style of painting. I have several

of his books now that I ordered from  of course! I really like his descriptions. and his demos in

everything he writes. Watch some of his short clips on his website and it really comes together. I

think the book covers a little bit of every thing having to do with painting landscapes in watercolor.

This book combines four of Terry's books into one. Great instruction for budding or more advanced

artist. Easy to follow insstructions.

This is it!!! Terry Harrison has many guides to watercolor and I have a few of them. They are fairly

short books as they concentrate on a specific item: water, trees etc. This guide has it all. And in

much detail. I wish I came across this guide before I got the others. Awesome!!!

This is a very helpful and useful book with lots of information about color and mixing paints, using

masking fluid, and techniques used in watercolor painting. There are many detailed lessons giving

the reader ample opportunities to practice. I am enjoying learning from this valuable guide.



I enjoyed the book on Rustic Buildings & Barns more but this is still a valuable book on watercolor

techniques when painting landscapes. Makes you want to get out the paint and paper and try a few

projects. I think the author does a good detailed job of explaining how to get certain effects in your

work.

I have all of Terry's books and have been greatly pleased with each of them. He takes some of the

guess work out of handling acrylics and puts the experience into a joyful mode. I have his brushes

and they too are a great addition to the acrylic/watercolor painting experience. Two thumbs up!

Captures many of Terry's landscape techniques in a single volume. A lot to be learned but

explanatory materials are easy to follow and understand. A big cut above many similar books.

Loved this artist's style, color palate. The book is illustrated wonderfully and easy to follow

instructions.I am a hobby watercolorist and found this book very helpful.
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